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We describe some results relating the spectral gap and logarithmic Sobolev 
constants. We work initially in the context of symmetric diffusions on a finite 
dimensional manifold and later apply our results to the analysis of certain infinite 
systems of mildly interacting diffusions. (r? 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. THE BASIC RESULTS 
Throughout, M will be an N-dimensional, connected, compact 
P-manifold. In addition, we will assume that M comes equipped with a 
Riemannian metric; and we will use (I), A, V, and A to denote, respectively, 
the associated Riemannian inner-product, normalized measure, gradient, 
and Laplacian. Given a U E C “(M), consider the operator L” on C “(M) 
determined by 
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where we have used V. to denote the divergence operator. It is then a 
familiar fact that L” is an essentially self-adjoint operator on L2(pu), where 
epu 
pU(dx) = - 
Z(U) 
4dx) 
and the constant Z(U) is determined so that pLu is a probability measure 
on M. When U= 0, it is clear that L” = A and that pci = 2. 
In various questions about the ergodic properties of the diffusion deter- 
mined by the operator L”, an important role is played by two types of 
inequalities. The first of these is the PoincarC or spectral gap estimate 
Ilf- tf),,ull:,,p,;i+) II llvfll II &), J’E C=‘(JW, (S-G) 
where (f),-fM f d,u for probability measures p and f E L’(p) and we 
have introduced the notation lITI1 to denote the Riemannian length of a 
tensor T. The second is the logarithmic Sobolev inequality 
I f 2 f1og (f>,c:dp"%qJ) - II IlVf “2)11 II tqrc) M 
for strictly positive f f2 C "(M). W-S) 
Because we are working with compact manifolds, there is no question 
about the existence of positive numbers for which these inequalities hold 
(cf. Section 6.1 of [ 51); and, of course, we mean for C(U) and a(U) to be 
the largest choice of such numbers. The spectral gap C(U) is the exponen- 
tial rate at which the Markov semigroup {PI”: t > 0) determined by L” 
tends in L2(pu) to equilibrium while the logarithmic Sobolev constant a(U) 
gives the rate at which that semigroup maps L2(pu) contractively into 
better p”-Lebesgue spaces. More precisely, 
IIfYf- (f >p41L2cp~) G e-C’U)‘lIS- (f )pIILqp9, t>o,f~C(m 
whereas 
IVY f II Lmqp~‘) G U-II L/y/P)> t~(o,a~), forfEC(W,pE(Lco), 
where q(p, t) = 1 + (p - 1) e 2X(U)’ The first of these statements is a simple . 
application of the Spectral Theorem and the second is an application of 
L. Gross’s theorem in [7] on the equivalence between logarithmic Sobolev 
and hypercontractive inequalities. 
It is a well-known fact that the quantities a(U) and C(U) are closely 
related. Indeed, as was observed by B. Simon [13], a(U) is always 
dominated by C(U); and, in many examples, the two actually coincide. 
?RD 92 l-3 
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Unfortunately, the latter phenomenon appears to be more an accident han 
a consistent rule and, so far, there is no criterion with which one can 
predict when it will happen (cf. [lo] for an example where it fails to be 
true). Nonetheless, as D. Bakry and M. Emery [l] have shown, one of the 
methods which has proved useful in the estimation of C(U) can be 
effectively adapted to the analysis of !I( U). More precisely, they showed 
that whenever Lichnerowicz’s method can be successfully employed to get 
an estimate on C(0) in terms of the Ricci curvature his argument can be 
adapted to get an estimate on c1( U). 
To understand what Bakry and Emery did, first recall the Lichnerowicz’s 
argument. Namely, it is a trivial consequence of the Spectral Theorem that 
C(U) can be characterized as the best constant for which the relation 
holds. Next, note that the renowned Bochner-Weitzenbiick formula leads 
to 
~“~f,f~-~C~“l~f12-~~~fI~~“~~1 
= IIHess fll’ + (Ric + Hess U)(V’ Vf), 
where Ric denote the Ricci curvature tensor and Hess 4 is the Hessian of 
4. Thus, because (L’#),,” = 0 for any 6, E Cos( M), an obvious integration 
by parts yields 
(JL”fI*)p= (f’(f, f)p~= (IIHessfll* + (Ric+ Hess U)(V. Vf)>,u 
(1.1) 
for every fe C”(M); and so C(U) is characterized as the largest number 
for which 
< llVfII’>,~~ &<llHessfl1*+(Ric+Hess U)(V’Vf)>,ti, 
fE C”(M). (1.2) 
To pass from (1.2) to Lichnerowicz’s estimate, take U- 0, note that, by 
Schwartz’s inequality, 
/IHess fll 2 2 (~f121N 
and use (1.2) to conclude that 
NP@) 
C(0) 2 - N-l’ (1.3) 
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where p(0) E R is the largest number for which 
W-J’, X) B p(0)ll~l12, XE f(T(M)). (1.4) 
More generally, even if U f 0, (1.2) implies that 
C(U)>p(U)=sup{p~R: (Ric+Hess(U))(X,X)>pllXl12, XGT(T(M))}. 
(1.5) 
(Of course, neither (1.3) nor (1.5) is of any interest unless the corre- 
sponding p is strictly positive.) 
Having reviewed Lichnerowicz’s argument, we now give the one of 
Bakry and Emery (see also [6]). In order to do so in such a way that the 
analogy between to the arguments is clearest, note that another way to 
view (S-G) is as the statement hat 
which, in turn, leads first to 
and thence (because Pyf-t (f),~ in L’(p’/) as t + co) via integration to 
(S-G). With this interpretation in mind, let f be strictly positive element of 
Cm(M) with (f ),u = 1, set f, = P yf, and consider the function 
H(t) = u lOk?f,),~. 
Then, 
lIYftl12 B(t)+(r)= - - ( > ft ll = - 4( Ilv-:‘2112>r~> 
and so (L-S) becomes the statement hat 
m, H(O)< -- 
2a(U)' (1.6) 
Next, observe that, because H(t) + 0 as t + co, (1.6) with a(U) >E( U) is 
implied by 
-ii(t)< 2&(U)Ij(Q. (1.7) 
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Thus, in order to develop the analogue of (1.2), what we have to do is 
express (1.7) in terms of the quantity r”. To this end, note that 
-at)= ullvlogf,l12)p~:= mlogf;/Yf,o,~ 
and therefore, since 
L”(logf)=Lufl IlVf~ll’ LUft 
f 
--lfrlz=f, fc 
-- Ilvlogf,l/2~ 
we obtain (after a few integrations by parts) 
In other words, the role played by (1.2) in Lichntirowicz’s computation of 
C(U) is played in the Bakry-Emery computation by 
IlVf II 2 l > f PC' 
d & (f(IIHess(logf)ll2+(Ric+Hess(~))(Vlogf,Vlogf))),~ 
(1.8) 
for f E C”(M) which are striclty positive. 
Before moving on, it should be observed that, as distinguished from the 
relationship between (S-G) and (1.2), we have shown only that (1.8) 
implies (L-S) with c(( U) > E( U); and, so far as we know, there may very 
well be situations in which a(U) > 0 but E(U) = 0. Be that as it may, (1.8) 
is nonetheless a very useful tool. For example, it clearly implies that 
4 U) 3 PC a (1.9) 
and, as we will see shortly, it implies slightly more. To be specific, the rest 
of this section will be devoted to proving the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 1.10. For any UEC~(M), 
a(U)>, 
[ 
e-S’U’C(0) 
N + P(U) 1 
3C(O) e- ‘(‘) + Np((N + 2) U/N) + 2( 1 - e-‘(“))(p(O) A 0) 
V 
N+2 
where 
6(U) E max U(x) - min U(x). 
XEM XEM 
The key to the derivation of Theorem 1.10 from (1.8) is contained in the 
following computation. 
LEMMA 1.12. For any strictly positive f e C”(M), 
<f~/Hess(logf)l12)j.~~ (211~~~~f1~2112+~~f1’2~2~~ 
=---& (3(Af 1/2)2 - 2 Ric(Vf ‘I*, Vf 1i2))n. 
Proof: After setting h = f , ‘I2 first note that the second equality is an 
immediate consequence of (1.1) (with UE 0). Next, by choosing normal 
coordinates at the point under consideration, note that 
Hess h Vh @ Vh 
Hess(log h) = h - - 
h2 ’ 
and therefore 
fllHess(log f)l12=4h211Hess(log h)l12 
Hess h(Vh, Vh) + JIVh114 
h 7’ 1 
Thus: since (cf. Section 6.2 in [ 53) 
2 Hess h(Vh, Vh) = (Vh ( VllVhII 2), 
one can use integration by parts to obtain 
(fllHess(logf)l12),=4 <IIHesshl12)~- 
[ 
W4V;Vhl’)); + ( ‘l;l14),1 
=4(,lHesshl)2),+4(dh”hVh”2);. (1.13) 
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At the same time, because 
Thus, since (d(log f))’ < NliHess(log f)il*, we see that 
4(dh”~“i)i=2((dh)‘)i+2 (~);~-f(f(d(logf,,2,i 
After combining this with (1.13), one quickly arrives at the desired 
estimate. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.10. Without loss in generality, we assume that 
U > 0. After setting h = f l", we see from Lemma 1.12 that 
(f IlHWlog f III 2 )p2 
4e-b’U)ljAhl[~2ci1 
NZ( U) 1 
4e-d’u’ 
(N+2) Z(U)(311~hlIt~l,l-2(Ric(Vh, Vh))J . 1 
it is now clear why the E(U) in (1.8), and therefore also CI( U), dominates 
e-6’u’C(0) 
N +P(u 
At the same time, since 
-2epsc”)(Ric(Vh, Vh)), 
2 -2(e-URic(Vh,Vh))1+2(1 -epb’u’)(epU(Ric(Vh,Vh)) A O),, 
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we see that 
(f(llHess(logf)ll’+(Ric+Hess U)(Vlogf,Vlogf))),~ 
PU 
& Ric + Hess 
+2-2e-b'u' N+2 (WVf,Vf)) 
2 [(3C(O)e- ‘(“‘+Np((N+2) U/N)+(2-2ep d’“‘)Mo) A O)YW+2)1 
x llVfl12 
( > 
-. 
f PO' 
and from this it is clear that E(U) dominates the second expression on the 
right-hand side of (1.11) as well. 1 
Remark 1.14. It is amusing to investigate just how good (1.11) is in 
various special situations. For the purposes of this investigation, we will 
specialize to the case when U= 0 and therefore, by (1.1 1 ), 
a(o) > 3C(O) + NP(O) 
, 
N+2 . 
(1.15) 
(i) When p(O)=O, (1.15) says that 
(1.16) 
Thus, because a(O) never exceeds C(O), (1.15) is sharp when N= 1. More 
generally, when M = M, x . . . x M,, where each of the factors is a one- 
dimensional Riemannian manifold, and M is given the product Riemannian 
structure, then, because a(O) = ~~(0) A ... A a,(O), we again find that 
~(0) = C(0). Note that a direct application of (1.16) in this situation 
predicts a result which is far from optimal. 
In a slightly different direction, recall P. Li’s estimate in [ 1 l] which says 
that, so long as p(O) > 0, C(0) 2 7c2/2d(M)*, where d(M) is the diameter of 
the M. Plugging this into our result, we conclude that 
a(O) a 
3n3 
2(N+ 2) d(M)’ 
when the Ricci curvature of M is non-negative. 
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(ii) Although our main interest in Theorem 1.10 is that it allows us to 
get an estimate on a(U) in terms of C(0) even when p(O) > 0, it is pleasing 
to find that it can be used to recover the sharp form of the Bakry-Emery 
estimate [ 1 ] when U = 0 and p(O) > 0 (and therefore N 3 2). Indeed, after 
combining (1.15) with (1.3) one arrives at their estimate that 
(1.17) 
which (because C(0) d cc(O)) is sharp whenever (1.3) itself is. Unfortunately, 
since it is known that (1.3) is sharp only for the sphere SN, and we suspect 
that the same is true of (1.17). 
Remark 1.18. When p(O) < 0, it is an annoying feature of all these 
considerations that they rely on uniform lower bounds for the Ricci 
curvature. For this reason, we will discuss here three variations with which 
one can sometimes get around this objection. 
The first of these variations is an alternative to Lichnerowitz’s estimate 
for C(0) and was taught to us by E. Getzler (private communication). 
First, for any measurable T/: M + [w, define 
/i(V)=inf((IIVt,II’+ V~‘)j: $EC~(M) and /l$llLz~l)= 1). 
In other words, /i(V) is the lowest eigenvalue of the operator -d + V. 
Next, let 
JC(X) = min 
Ric(X, X) 
IlXll 2 
(x): XE W-(W) XEM, 
be the lowest eigenvalue of the Ricci curvature tensor as a quadratic form 
on the tangent space at X. Clearly, since p(O) is the minimum value of K, 
A(K) 2 p(O). In addition, for any d E C”(M), 
where we have used 
IIWW II G IlHess $IIv II/ E c “(ML (1.19) 
in the passage to the second line and then applied (1.1) to get the final 
equality. In particular, we conclude from the preceding that C(0) 2 A(K). 
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In connection with the preceding, it is interesting to see what Getzler’s 
idea has to say about E(O). To this end, we use Lemma 1.12 followed by 
(1.1) to get 
>& (2lIHessf”‘II’+ (df”‘)‘+ (N+ 2) Ric(Vf”‘, Vf”‘))j, 
=& ( I[Hessf’/2[12 +F Ric(Vf”‘, V”‘2)>i 
3 
a---- 
N+2 
and therefore, 
3 
40) 2 s(0) > - 
N+2 
Alternatively, the same sort of reasoning leads to 
It is unfortunate that, since as p + co, (l/p) /i(pV) tends to the I-essential 
intimum of V on M, both these estimates reduce to one in terms of p(O) as 
N+ ~CO. 
We next turn to a different method for avoiding uniform lower bounds 
on the Ricci curvature. Assume that N > 2 and let p E (2, cc) satisfy l/p B 
;- l/N (when N = 2, one has to exclude equality). By the classical Sobolev 
inequality, one then knows that 
llcP,*, 6 Apll IlV4ll II&.) + BplM t+) 
for some A,, B,e(O, co). Hence, again, a combination of (1.19) and (1.1) 
leads to 
II IIVhll II L(A) ,< A,, II (IHess hII II tq1) + BP II IIVhll II :2(i) 
= ~,lldh11&,~,, + B,lI IlVhll Il~21Al-A,<WVk Vh))>. 
< (A, + B,/C(O))lldhII izcj,) - A,Wc(Vk Vh))J: 
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In particular, if (T G 0 A K (cf. the preceding) and l/q + 2/p = 1, then 
(WW Vh))j.3 - ll~lIL~~~.,lI IIW 11$,2, 
3 - II~II Lo(j.)(tAp + BplC(o))lldhllt2(j.) 
-A,,(RWk VA)),), 
which yields 
with 
D, = CA,(C(O) - P(O)) + ‘$1 * 
A, C(O) + BP 
I 
1 _ lla,l Lqcj,jAp . 
Thus, proceeding in essentially the same way as we did in the proof of 
Theorem 1.10, we see that 
acoI > 3C(O) - ND,Ilall Lo 
N+2 . 
A quite different way in which a logarithmic Sobolev inequality can be 
obtained from the classical Sobolev inequality is described in Exer- 
cise 6.1.31 of [S], and related estimates based on isoperimetric inequalities 
are given in Rothaus [12]. 
Remark 1.20. Although it is not in the direction taken here, a fact 
which is often useful (cf. [9]) is the relation 
a(U) 2 exp[G( V- U)] a(V) (1.21) 
between the logarithmic constants corresponding to different potentials U 
and T/. To check (1.21), note first that, for any strictly positive frz C”(M) 
and any probability measure p on M, 
s 
f 
M f1og (f>, 
-&=inf 
1 
S (flogf-flogt-f+t)& t~(O,oo) 
M I 
and that 
flogf-flogt-f+t>O for all TV (0, co). 
Next observe that it is sufficient to handle the case in which 
6(U- V)=max (U(x)- V(x))aO, 
I E M 
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since this case can always be achieved by adding a constant to U. Finally, 
use these two observations to switch between the pU and p” integrals 
which appear in the corresponding logarithmic Sobolev inequalities. 
2. APPLICATIONS TO INFINITE INTERACTING SYSTEMS 
Because it is only in the infinite dimensional context that logarithmic 
Sobolev inequalities really come into their own, we will here apply the 
ideas developed in Section 1 to a certain class of infinite systems of inter- 
acting diffusions. The significance of such inequalities in this context was 
the subject of [9]; and, more generally, the role that they play in the 
theory of large deviations is discussed thoroughly in Chapter V of [S]. 
Let A4 be as in the preceding and set E = M”‘, where v is some fixed 
element of Z +. Endow E with the product topology and set 1 =A”’ on 
(E, gE). Given a non-empty A c Z”, put E, = M”, let x E E H x, E E, 
denote the natural projection mapping, and define (x, y) E E x EH 
@,,(x 1 y) E E so that 
(@Ax I Y))A = XA and (@A(XIY))/v=Yn~. 
Clearly, one can equally well think of @,,(. 1 y) or @,,(x 1 .) as being a 
function on E, or EAc, and we will often do so; also, when A = {k) for 
some kEZ’, we will use E,, xk, and Dk instead of EC,), xik), and Qlk), 
respectively. 
We next introduce a differentiable structure on E in the obvious way. 
Namely, let Cm(E) be the space of allfe C(E) with the property that, for 
each a# A c Z” (i.e., a finite, non-empty subset), 
is continuous. It is then clear that all differential operations on C”(M) lift 
as purtial differential operations on C”(E). Thus, for example, if k E Z”, we 
will define 
C~k4l(X) = cw-0 @Id. I x))l(xt) for XE T(T(M)), 
CVk.fl(x) = CV(fi @k( . I X))I(xk), et cetera. 
In order to introduce the analogue of the function U and the associated 
measure p U, we proceed as follows. Let 
u= {JF: 0#F~C”~ 
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be a shift-invariant, finite range potential on E. That is, for each F, J, is an 
element of C”(E) which depends only on xF (i.e., Jp QF( 1 y) does not 
depend on YE E), JktF= F J 3 SPk, k E Z”‘, where S denotes the natural shift 
on Z’, and there is a fixed A c iZ” containing 0 with the property that FL A 
whenever 0 E F and Jp f 0. Given k E Z’, set 
Fak 
and define the probability measure pk(. 1 y) on (E, BE) by 
pk(dX I y)= exp[ - uk(x I Y)] 
zk(Y) 
k(dx L where Z,(y)=~~~-~~k’“ly’l(dx). 
We will say that the probability measure p on (E, ~23~) is a Gibbs state with 
potential U and will write p E B(U) if 
f”@k(XIY)Pk(dXIY) AdYL 
> 
f E C(E), k E Z”. 
Without too much work, one can check that @J(U) forms a non-empty, 
convex set which is compact in the weak topology and that the extreme 
elements of 6(U) are precisely those Gibbs states for which the tailfield in 
BE is trivial (cf. [S]). 
Finally, we must introduce the analogue of the operator L”. To this 
end, first choose a family of vector fields X1, . . . . X’ E T(T(M)) so that 
X’(x), . ..) x’(x) spans T,(M) at every XE M; and, for k E Z” and n = 
(n 1, . . . . 12,) E N’, set 
xi = (Jylo . . 0 (Xk)Q and InI = C 4. 
i=l 
Next, introduce the space B(E) off E C”(E) with the property that 
llflln- IlflIC(E)+ c ksZ’ ,<z<,, IIGflIC~E~< 00 for every fld+. 
. . 
We then define the operator 9’ on B(E) by 
T’f = 1 eUk(Vk . (e-“” V,f )), 
ksP 
where U,(x) = Uk(x 1 x), x E E. It is an easy exercise to check that a 
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probability measure ,U on E is a Gibbs state with potential U if and only 
if 
- j"Ef6"u&~= 1 j- (V,flV,g)& fi ire @(El. (2.1) 
ktiZ’ E 
In particular, for every p E 6(U), dp” is symmetric in L2(p). The following 
theorem summarizes ome important facts about the operator 9’. 
THEOREM 2.2. There is a unique Markov semigroup (Py: t > 0) on C(E) 
with the property that 
P:f=f+I' CP:W"f 114 tE(O, al,f~WE). 
0 
In addition, for each t E (0, oo), Py maps B(E) into itself; and, in fact, for 
each n E N there is a K, E [0, co) such that 
IlPfIf Iln G Ke”‘llf lI,1, te (0, m),f~ Q(E). 
Proof: The only assertion which may be unfamiliar is the last one. 
However, depending on ones taste, there are various ways in which one 
can check it. For example, without loss in generality, one can assume that 
M is a submanifold of some large Euclidean space and can thereby express 
the diffusion associated with 9’ as the solution to an (infinite) system of 
It6 stochastic integral equations. Once this has been done, it is easy to 
check (using the shift-invariance and finite range conditions on U) that the 
coordinates of the solution to these equations are smooth functions of the 
starting point and that the all moments of their derivatives grow at most 
exponentially fast as a function of time. Once this has been done, one can 
then use shift-invariance and “differentiation under integral sign” to get the 
desired results. fl 
Because B(E) is (Py: t > 0}-invariant, the following corollary is more or 
less an immediate consequence of (2.1). 
COROL.LARY 2.3. For each p E 8(U) there is a unique strongly continuous 
semigroup {py: t > 0) of self-adjoint contractions on L2(p) such that 
Tip P , f = Pyf for each t E (0, co ) and f E C(E). Moreover, p E B(U) is extreme 
if and only if Pyf + (f )U in L’(p) in L2(p) for every fe B(E), in which 
case -P”: f -+ (f ),, in L’(p) for every f E L’(p). Finally, define 
I."(.Lf)=;[ c YU(llVkf1/2)-2 1 (vkt~Uf)ivkf)] (2.4) 
ktE” keL” 
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for f E B(E). Then, for any p which is an extreme element ef’B(U) and an)’ 
C E (0, co ), the following are equivalent : 
Ilf - (f >,ll tZ,pl f E @(El, 
IICf- (f )JL2trcjGe -Cfllf- (f )pllL2f1rjj t E (0, a3 ), f‘~ C(E), (2.5) 
k& 11 llvkfll 11 tq,i) d $1 r”c.6 f) &, f E W-9. 
E 
Also, for any extreme p E B(U) and GI E (0, GO), 
s E flog<f)p v Ldwszk;z 11 IIVkf”*II II&,) 
for all strictly positive f E B(E), (2.6) 
is equivalent to 
IIPYf II U(P.‘)(y) d Ilf II I/y/I)’ tE(O, a),forfeC(E),pE(L ~01, 
where q(p, t) = 1 + (p - 1) e2ar, and is implied by 
c 
ksL” 
( llVyfll’>, 
for all strictly positive f e B(E). (2.7) 
The Corollary 2.3 makes it easy to transfer the considerations of 
Section 1 to the present setting. To see how this can be done, denote by 
Rick the lift to E of the Ricci curvature tensor on E, and, for f E C”(E) 
and X, YE T(T(E)), define 
if k=l 
Hes%,l(f)(Xk, h)(x) = 
Hess(fo@k(. /X))(X, y)txk) 
xk o x f(x) 
I if k # I. 
Finally, set 
HesSk,,(U) = c HeSSk,,(JF) for k, 1~ Z”. 
It is then an easy matter to check that, for f E Q(E), the quantity r”(f, f) 
in (2.4) satisfies 
ktH’ 
(2.8) 
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where 
and 
rF(f, f) = IIHessk,kUN2 + (Rick + Hessk,,W))(Vkf, Vdl 
W f) = 1 Hessk,,W)(Vkf, VA. 
keL” 
l~L”\(k) 
(2.9) 
Now, thinking of U,,( . 1 y) and pO(. ] y) as being, respectively, an element 
of Cm(M) and a probability measure on M for each y E E, define 
C( U,( . I y)) as in (S-G) relative to puo(. 1 y), p( U,( . I y)) as in (1.5), and the 
quantity 6( U,(. I y)) as in Theorem 1.10. Next, set 
C(U)=inf{C(U,(.)y)):yEE}, (2.10) 
[ 
C(0) eccu) 
4w= N + PW 1 
‘(‘) + Np((N+ 2) U/N) + (2 - 2epscU))(p(0) A 0) 
N+2 1 , 
(2.11) 
where C(0) is the spectral gap for A on A4 relative to A, 
W)=sup@U,(. IY)) and p(U)~inf;lp(U,(.I~)):yEE}. 
Then, just as in Theorem 1.10, we have that 
E(U) jEJyc 
@ktx I Y) pktdX I Y) 
G s [fr,“(log f, log f)] o @klx 1 Y E ) Pk(dX .lY)l YEE, (2.12 1 
for every k E E” and every strictly positive fe 6(E). Hence, if 
p(u) = sup BE R: R(f; f) > b c l]Vkfl/’ for allfe 6(E) , (2.13) 
{ keP 1 
then the following generalization of the result in [2] is obtained by 
combining Corollary 2.3 with (2.8) and (2.12). 
THEOREM 2.14. Define C(U), E(U), and p(U) as in (2.10), (2.11), and 
(2.13), respectiuefy. Zf C(U) + p(U) > 0, then, for every extreme p E B(U), 
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(2.5) holds M’ith u c 3 C(U) + b(U); und if c( 11) + b( 11) > 0, then ,for ever) 
extreme p E B(U), (2.6) holds Mith an a > c(U) + p(U). 
Remark 2.15. A practical way to estimate the constant b(U) in (2.13) is 
to introduce 
y(k)-Sup(IlHeSS,,,(U)(X,, Yk)llccb,: 
X YE V(M)) with II IIJI II cycE, v II II YII II ccEJ d 1) 
for kEZ\{O}, and 
Y(U)= C y(k). 
k#O 
(2.16) 
Because of shift-invariance, an elementary application of Young’s inequality 
shows that /I(U) 3 -y(U). What is perhaps more interesting is the unique- 
ness assertion contained in the following result. 
THEOREM 2.17. If C(U) and y(U) are defined us in (2.10) and (2.16), 
respectively, then C(U)>?(U) implies that B(U) contains precisely one 
element p and (2.5), with C3 C(U) -y(U), holds for this unique p. Thus, if 
the E(U) in (2.11) is strictly larger than y(U), then the unique pi@ 
satisfies (2.6) with u 2 E(U) - y(U). 
ProoJ: In view of the Theorem 2.14 and the inequality j(U) > -y(U), 
all that we have to do is check the uniqueness assertion. For this purpose, 
we first recall Dobrushin’s criterion. Namely, define the Wasserstein 
distance W(v,, v2) between probability measures v, and v2 on M by 
W(v,, v*) = sup jzcf dv,-j,.f 4 
S'(f) 
where 
S'(f)-sup 
{ 
If(x)-f(Y)1 
4x, y) 
:x, YEM, x#y 
I 
and r(x, y) denotes the Riemannian distance between x, REM. Next, 
define the Dobrushin interaction {D(k): k E Z’\{ 0} } by 
D(k) = sup wd~ lx), /A’ IY)) : x, y E E with x, = ~1, for I # k 
dxk3 Yli) 
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Then (cf. [3]) Dobrushin’s criterion states that there is only one Gibbs 
state with potential U if 
D(U) = c D(k)< 1. 
k#O 
Hence, we will be done when have checked that 
y(k) 
D(k)<-- 
W) 
for all k~Z”\{O}. (2.18) 
In order to prove (2.18), for x and y as in the definition of D(k), choose 
a smooth path x(t), t E [0, l] running from x to y in such a way that I, = 0 
for I # k. Next, using the notation 
note that, for any fE C(M), 
; (f>l = s, Cs(xo)(V, Uo(x I x(t)) - (V,Uo(. I x(t))>tl h(t))1 Po(dX Ix(t)) 
= 5 cu-(x0) - (f>,)(Vk Uo(x I (t)) - <v, Uo(. I x(t))>, E 
x I &c(t))1 Po(dX I x(t)). 
Hence, by Schwarz’s inequality and (S-G), we see that 
1 (flu+, - mw IA 
G i ; Cllf- <f>lll L+)(. ,x(r)) 
x ll(V,U,(. lx(t))- (V,U,(* lX(t))),l~~(t))llL2(~,(.,,(1)~1 Lit 
<r(k) W)L \ 
W) ’ 
where L is the arclength of xL( a) in E,. Hence, after choosing x( .) to 
minimize L, we get (2.18). 1 
Remark 2.19. Although there are new technical difficulties encountered 
when one drops the compactness assumption on A4 (cf. Section 6.2 in [S]), 
a certain amount of what we have done can be carried out when M is 
assumed to be only complete. For example, let M= RN with the standard 
580/92,14 
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Euclidean structure, {y(k): ke ZV\{O}} G [0, a)), and consider the poten- 
tial U for which the Jr’s are given by 
k E L “, 
J+&d = YU- k)(x,c> x,)w+~ k, IeZ“ with k#I, 
and J,= 0 for all other Fe Z’. It is then clear that C(U) = 1 and 
-NW=YW= 1 y(k). 
k#O 
In addition, (cf. [4]), one can check that B(U) has only one element if 
y(U) < 1, in which case (2.5) holds with C3 1 -#I). Finally, at least when 
v > 3, uniqueness as well as the spectral gap disappear if y(U) = 1. 
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